Fowler’s lawyer Tudor Clee said his client was "clearly not a master criminal" and only shelled out about $200-$300, but Crown prosecutor Georgina Woods-Child said that on the street in New Zealand, the drugs could be worth nearly 100 times that.

Since the bill as a whole will only require a majority vote (as opposed to the sixty votes to maintain a filibuster), the GOP is pinning its hopes on enacting amendments which, if nothing else, would force Democrats to make embarrassing votes against them- if the amendments pass, the House would have to again approve changes to the bill through a conference.

So I have recently moved and while doing so, I found out my littlest shih tzu had been using the nook behind my buffet table as his personal emergency pee pad I thought he seemed too perfect to be true

This haunting clip was directed by Tarik Saleh (who also worked with Li on the triumphantly unnerving clip to "Sadness Is A Blessing." Li plays one half of a star-crossed interracial couple whose public displays of affection cause provincial attitudes to boil over, quickly escalating from disapproving looks to a mob of backwoods racist hunting down her lover and beating him senseless.